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Sunday, 22 july
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Krai Jan from the Chech Republic was the First pilot on take off this morning

He finished his flight in time, only 5 sec left. Perfect timing!

Krai is selling his second plane so if you are interested you can contact him

The other pilot from the Chech Republic, Milan Valenta is one of the two pilot attending the
competition.
The paintwork of his plane with the Hawk on the tail is a real paintbrush artwork it looks
very special.
To be complete : Not only the plane but also the transmitter is repainted.
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Olaf Fremming from Norway,

an experienced F3A pilot , having seen many podiums and was attending
a lot of champion competitions all over the world. Right now he is
attending on the EC F3A 2018 in sivry, his 14th EC.
Olaf, known as an F3A pilot who always try and expiriment to improve
planes and sharing his knowledge.
This morning he and his team have completed there first flight in Ideal conditions because
the are used to train and fly in more less (read bad) conditions then today, imaging flying
during wintertime in snow and ice conditions for only a few daylight hours a day .
So the conditions as today are very welcome to them and the results are same as the
weather very very good
(my opinion as F3A pilot having seen the flight of Olaf, “a long way to go for me” )

Team Norway, Team manager Olaf,
Pilots: Olaf Fremming, Henning Jorkend and Tor Bossum
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Philip Lee,
one of the three pilots of team Luxemburg

Philip Lee, one of the three pilots of team Luxemburg together with his plane
Age 25 years and a enthousiastic 3D helipilot. A year ago he start flying F3A just to try, but
in mean time convinced that F3A is a other world but same challence as Heli flying. He told
he had only 60 flights before he left for the competition.
Despite his hart is close to the Heli he likes F3A as well and said it’s challenging to fly
straight with only a small amount of inputs. It’s ofcourse a great challenge to switch from
3D heli to a fixed wing slow and precicion flight.
Hopefully we will see him regulary back in F3A competition. All the luck and succes for team
Luxemburg

The daily newsletterEC F3A 2018
sponsored by the Association d’Aéro Modélisme

Hard copy Daily Newsletters are available for you in the tent
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The Netherlands

Roy Oostema, starting F3A for many years ago is one of the three pilots of the Dutch Team

This picture is taken just before his first flight, very concentrated but willing to go for a
photoshoot

Teammanager of the Netherlands, Ferry Meerkerk told, Roy is wel prepaired for the flight,
he is relaxed (because he just left the swimming pool together with his girlfriend). Ofcourse
not just swimming but Roy had his own training field last weeks here in Sivry and made a lot
of training flights, so that must be a good preparation for the competition.
A special note:
This competition is in memorandum of his father Kees Oostema, his father, best friend and
coach, who past away a year ago. So this is not just a compettion but a come back for Roy.
We wish Roy and his team all the luck and succes in this competition
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Promotional items
If you like to wear a nice shirt , polo or a cap or the Programm EC 2018 just ask Annie or Beatrice

Promotional items are for sale in
the tent

Just ask Annie or Beatrice
They will sell you all including drinks and
meals
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PILOT SCOREs

Pilot scores are both available on the screen in the tent,
for those who are not using a computer also the hardcopy is available on the board in the
tent
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